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PURPOSE 

This discovery experiment explored potential dynamics among key host nation and international 
community actors who could contribute to social order in the Archaria 2035 scenario.  It follows from 
several conversations held during the 2016 NATO Urbanisation Wargame on ways civilian stakeholders 
might expand or limit options for military courses of action during high intensity conflict.  

The experiment was predicated on the following propositions:

• That governance significantly contributes to, if not establishes the basis for, the 
stability of a populated area (region, nation state, city). 

• That governance is achieved through combinations of governmental offices, public 
institutions, and markets.  

• That successful compositions of governance (that is, combinations of government, 
institutions, and markets) vary due to local social and cultural factors.  

• That the relative importance of government offices, public institutions, and markets 
will change over time.  

• That a stable social order can include illegitimate actors who wield power beyond the 
rule of law.  

• That in times of acute stress related to unprecedented or little imagined situations, 
power within and among sectors of governance will be contested and may change 
abruptly.  

• That fluid conditions of governance may reduce the bases for stability and will, 
therefore, be a critical factor in a dynamic military operating environment.  

Lt. Col. Heiko Griesinger, NATO ACT, presents the locations of opposing forces.
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METHOD

The method of the experiment followed from the RAND Corporation Research Memorandum ‘Factional 
Debates and National Commitments:  The Multidimensional Scenario’ (1967), which sought to game how 
governments within a region would respond to a crisis situation for which postures or positions had not 
been previously stated.  It assumed that a given state’s official stance would emerge through interactions 
among various stakeholders in or near the national government.  

Thirteen roles were developed for Archaria.  This relatively large number reflected assumptions with 
regard to the fragility of the Archarian government, uncertainties about state and city government 
interactions in the provision of basic services, and the ability of non-governmental actors to exert 
influence.  Each role has an assigned primary interest, a limited ability to act, and a set of connections to 
other roles.  However, as a layer of complexity, the underlying personal values that motivate (or partially 
motivate) a given interest are made intentionally ambiguous through each actor’s biographical profile.  
As such, while it is possible to read the profiles and have an initial understanding of what each character 
will pursue in the near term, participants must contribute their own interpretations of the background 
material to round-out or complete the portrayal of a role.  Subsequent interactive gameplay requires that 
these added assumptions be declared and allows for a more nuanced assessment of negotiated decisions.  

Roles and primary interests are given in TABLE 1.  Full profiles of the roles are given in APPENDIX A.  The 
diagram of their pre-game interactions is given in APPENDIX B.  

TABLE 1:  Archaria Stakeholders

Roles Primary Interests

President—Antonio Salandra Positanian Sovereignty
Prime Minister—Said Pasha Rights of Citizens
Internal Affairs Minister—Gabriele D’Annunzio Government Legitimacy
Mayor—Gennara Severino Global Trade
City Manager—Gaspare Durand Health and Safety
Mayoral Challenger—Mararce Vibenna Closer Ties with Catan
Armmaco Crime Family CFO—Niballo Gariffi Financial Returns
Sunni Mufti—Nesser Fakroun Increased Political Agency
University Front Positanian Nationalism
Ethnic Yorbian Video Blogger—’Nel Vostro Servizio’ Minority Inclusion in Society
Simulacra Union (Coalition of Independent Hackers) Own Sense of Justice
Cardinal of Archaria—Maximo d’Alcamo  Moral Society
IRC Observer—Yuri Piccard Human Rights
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AUSTIN EXPERIMENT CONTEXT

The experiment was conducted within the graduate level seminar “Futures and Cities” at The University of 
Texas at Austin.  The class examines the dynamics of urbanization that will shape cities over the next 50 
years.  It is offered in response to pressing issues related to urbanization.  Specifically, since 2007 more 
human beings live in urban areas than in rural areas.  It is anticipated that at the end of the 21st century, 
up to 80% of the world’s 9–11 billion people will be city dwellers.  Further, the growth in population and 
the concentration of settlement is expected to be uneven, with most occurring along coastal areas and in 
developing countries within Africa and Asia that currently have limited capacities to provide basic services.  
The current situation and future possibilities raise questions about how might unprecedented quantitative 
changes in population lead to qualitative changes in the ways cities function as sites of social interaction, 
the ways cities support and are supported by nation states, and the ways cities relate to one another 
within the geopolitical landscape.  Within the course, cities are considered as a complex, self-organizing, 
and emergent systems that are, themselves, elements within a larger global system.  Core readings draw 
from the literatures of futures studies, planning, and urban design.  The PMESII framework was used to 
organize course readings with regard to urbanization.  Class discussions clarified key points within each 
PMESII category, but focused on relationships between or among categories.  

This year, students undertook two multi-part assignments.  

(1)  Working in teams, students wrote case studies on large cities.  The cases characterized current 
conditions, summarized history since ~1950, identified critical uncertainties, and (based on the 
uncertainties) outlined scenarios that led to four alternative futures.  Drafts were presented at the mid-
point of the semester and revised for the end of the term.  This year’s cases were Cairo, Jakarta, Karachi, 
and Santiago.  

(2)  Students completed several exercises that use the NATO Archaria 2035 scenario and model.  (a)  Early 
in the semester, students worked in teams to identify what they believed are the two most important 
relationships across PMESII categories and composed maps of these relationships.  (b)  Later in the 
semester, students were assigned roles of city officials and stakeholders and identified assumed role-
based PMESII priorities and spatial concerns.  (c)  Students then played out their assigned roles in the 
Archaria Experiment.  (d)  After the experiment, students wrote (as themselves, not as their characters) 
memos to the Mayor of Archaria on ways to increase the city’s resilience.

Development of the case studies of actual cities and exercises with the fictional Archaria are viewed as 
complementary.  The former provides a grounding in pressing concerns and verifiable facts.  It provides 
methods that can be employed in professional life.  The latter allows for greater speculation with regard 
to possibilities, but also raises important questions about the limits of what can be known (or believed).  
More importantly, the fictional status of Archaria provides a neutral platform to allow students to question 
personal preconceptions about complex and contested societal issues.  
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PMESII ANALYSIS AND APPLICATIONS TO ARCHARIA

The PMESII Framework identifies Political, Military, Economic, Social, Infrastructure, and Information 
factors in an operating area.  In some applications, the framework is extended to PMESII–PT and includes 
issues related to the Physical Environment and Time.  While admittedly helpful in some contexts, these 
extensions were not used on the premise that spatial and temporal considerations are embedded within 
the six primary categories and double listing could cloud the analysis, especially among planning and 
design students who foreground objects in the built environment.  

PMESII FACTORS AS CONSIDERED IN THE SEMINAR

The US Army’s Training Circular No. 7-102:  Operational Environment Considerations for Training and 
Education, Revised (May 2013) provides definitions for each PMESII category and identifies key sub-
variables for each.  While this information served as a guide, emphases related to urban theory and 
planning practices directed or recast the understanding of each category.  Each category was approached 
by one or more guiding questions.  To identify opportunities to act within a functining relationship or 
correct a non-functioning relationship, questions were asked about to engage how critical practices or 
actions related to the relationship are put into effect rather than what the relationship is by definition.  

Qianhui Miao, a graduate student at The University of Texas at Austin, presents her PMESII analysis on the 
priorities of International Red Cross Observer Yuri Piccard.
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E

Military

Explores the military and/or paramilitary capabilities of all relevant actors (enemy, 
friendly, and neutral) in a given operational environment (TC 7–102).  

Key questions for the seminar:  How are security issues defined (or declared) 
and how is it decided how security issues are addressed?  The military category 
was expanded to include all levels of police forces and, as such, spanned the 
provision of security (existential threat that call for extraordinary actions) and 
public safety (threats that can be handled through routine procedures).  Private 
security services were also included, although their limited authority was noted.  
A central discussion issue for this category was how sovereignty is defended 
and how the monopoly on violence is put into effect.  It was also recognized that 
in times of extreme crisis, the military could become a form of governance.  

P

M

Political

Describes the distribution of responsibility and power at all levels of governance—
formally constituted authorities, as well as informal or covert political powers (TC 
7–102).  

Key questions for the seminar:  How is a member (typically a citizen) identified, 
what rights pertain to a member, and how do those rights differ from non-
members?  It was assumed that government was a special kind of institution 
that addressed the key questions.  Further, government was one mechanism 
of governance, along with non-governmental institutions and markets.  The 
possibility that cities might recognize different members than states (for 
example, vis-à-vis sanctuary cities) was anticipated to be an intensifying 
challenge.  Further, it was assumed that government is vested with sovereignty 
and has the lawful monopoly on violence to maintain public safety.  It was 
recognized that efforts to provide security to maintain the state’s sovereignty 
might decrease the security of individual citizens.  

Economic

Encompasses individual and group behaviors related to producing, distributing, and 
consuming resources (TC 7–102).  

Key question for the seminar:  How do people exchange goods and services?  The 
seminar assumed that markets could order social interactions and be a form of 
governance.  The political distinctions of citizen vs. non-citizen or friend vs. foe, 
are replaced by those able to participate in the market and those who cannot.  
Specific economic concerns related to the future included (1) what could 
and would be owned as opposed to rented or provided through subscription 
services, (2) the effects of inequity in income and wealth distribution, (3) 
implications of guaranteed minimum incomes, (4) shadow or gray markets for 
those who are not full members of a society.
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S

Infra

Info

Social

Describes the cultural, religious, and ethnic makeup within an operational environment 
and the beliefs, values, customs, and behaviors of society members (TC 7–102).  

Key questions for the seminar:  How do individuals and groups behave and why do 
they do what they do?  Within the social category, a distinction was maintained 
between what was narrowly social (means and conventions by which people 
and institutions interact with other) and cultural (the ways people interact with 
their environment).  While it can sometimes be difficult to separate the two, 
it was recognized that patterns for using the city and its resources may vary 
among groups that otherwise interact in the same ways.  Institutions that could 
contribute to governance, such as organized religions, and could contribute to 
resilience received careful consideration in discussions.  

Information

Describes the nature, scope, characteristics, and effects of individuals, organizations, 
and systems that collect, process, disseminate, or act on information (TC 7–102).  

Key questions for the seminar:  How is truth recognized?  The seminar 
distinguished between news (facts), analysis (explanations of relationships 
between or among facts), and opinions (evaluation of analyses).  While it can be 
argued that opinions are based on analyses which, in turn, are based on facts, 
there was not a consensus on which were more influential in shaping public 
debate or changing beliefs.  Following current headlines, the issue of ‘fake 
news’ received considerable attention.  There was significant support for the 
notion that in an age when fact and fiction could not be readily distinguished, 
empathetic experiences (personal connections made by direct experience or 
mediated through virtual reality) would trump claims of empiricism.  

Infrastructure

Composed of the basic facilities, services, and installations needed for the functioning 
of a community or society (TC 7–102).  

Key questions for the seminar:  How are flows —flows of people, food, water, 
goods, power, etc.—coordinated through the city?  A general question for each 
kind of infrastructure was where and/or when it concentrated or distributed 
flows and how the configuration or pattern created the grounds for system 
capabilities and capacities.  For example, what is the relationship of multi-line 
highways to single lane roads and how many routing options does the system 
allow at rush hour?  Also of concern was the perceived complexity of having 
systems owned or administered by different entities.  An example is the US 
electric grid in which power generation, transmission, and distribution are 
separated.
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PMESII INTERACTIONS—PAIRS

It was recognized that relationships between or among the six PMESII categories of factors were as 
important—and perhaps much more important—for understanding current and future cities.  The set of 
relationships is shown in FIGURE 1.  Seminar discussions about specific cause and effect relationships 
led to the identification of general questions that had to be answered to understand potential sources of 
vulnerability and resiliency.  The questions are provisionally offered and it is not assumed that answering 
them will provide a comprehensive description of interactions in the operational environment.  

P
M

E
S

Infra

Info

FIGURE 1:  Diagram of PMESII Relationships
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What counts (that is, matters) and how are counting (inventory) systems constructed 
and used?

Political—Infrastructure
How does the state (or city) establish conduits and protocols to direct flows?

Political—Social
How is order legitimized?

Political—Economic
How are regimes of resource distribution structured? 

Political—Military
How is authority over a population established and maintained?

Political
Key questions:  How is a member (typically a citizen) identified, what rights pertain to a 
member, and how do those rights differ from non-members? 
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Military
Key questions:  How are security issues defined (or declared) and how is it decided how 
security issues are addressed?   
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Military—Information
How is situational awareness sensed and made sense of?

NOTE:  This question assumes that unlike the Political—Information relationship which depends on data that 
is constructed (specified and systematically collected) from its own population and territory to meet a policy 
goal, the Military—Information relationship depends on data that is, in some way, found or discovered from an 
enemy population and territory.  

Military—Infrastructure
How is force delivered?

Military—Social
How do the respective institutions associated with the two hands on the sword influence 
each other?

NOTE:  In part, this question involves identifying a point on the spectrum defined by Huntington’s ‘Objective 
Control’ and Janowitz’s ‘Subjective Control’ with regard to the use of military force. There may also be need to 
consider ways military personnel or militarily trained civilians are responsible for non-military activities in a 
society.  For example, in the US, the Army Corps of Engineers is responsible for waterways management. 

Military—Political
How is authority over a population established and maintained?

Military—Economic
How are technologies for war and for peace prioritized and changed from one use to the 
other?

NOTE:  This question assumes that civilian goods and services can be weaponized (such as the airplane), that 
weapons or weapons components can adapted for civilian use (such as Radar), and that some things may be 
produced as dual-use (such as the US Interstate highway system).  
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Economic
Key questions:  How are security issues defined (or declared) and how is it decided how 
security issues are addressed?   
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Economic—Information
How are opportunities for exchange revealed? 

Economic—Infrastructure
How are basic services made sharable for specialized production and trade?

Economic—Social
How do (social) values get costed or priced?

Economic—Political
How are regimes of resource distribution structured? 

Economic—Military
How are technologies for war and for peace prioritized and changed from one use to the 
other?

NOTE:  This question assumes that civilian goods and services can be weaponized (such as the airplane), that 
weapons or weapons components can adapted for civilian use (such as Radar), and that some things may be 
produced as dual-use (such as the US Interstate highway system).  
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Social
Key questions:  How do individuals and groups behave and why do they do what they do? 
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I nfo Social—Information
How do people share individual perceptions (facts and opinions, aspirations and fears) with 
one another and how do they make collectively shared perceptions?

Social—Infrastructure
How do people extend their reach and expand their effect? 

Social—Economic
How do (social) values get costed or priced? 

Social—Political
How is order legitimized?

Social—Military
How do the respective institutions associated with the two hands on the sword influence 
each other?

NOTE:  In part, this question involves identifying a point on the spectrum defined by Huntington’s ‘Objective 
Control’ and Janowitz’s ‘Subjective Control’ with regard to the use of military force. There may also be need to 
consider ways military personnel or militarily trained civilians are responsible for non-military activities in a 
society.  For example, in the US, the Army Corps of Engineers is responsible for waterways management. 
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Infrastructure
Key questions:  How are flows —flows of people, food, water, goods, power, etc.—
coordinated through the city? 
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Infrastructure—Information
How do static (inanimate) systems encode and use data to become dynamic (responsive) 
systems?  

Infrastructure—Social
How do people extend their reach and expand their effect? 

Infrastructure—Economic
How are basic services made sharable for specialized production and trade?

Infrastructure—Political
How does the state (or city) establish conduits and protocols to direct flows?

Infrastructure—Military
How is force delivered?
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Information
Key question:  How is truth recognized?  
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Infrastructure—Information
How do static (inanimate) systems encode and use data to become dynamic (responsive) 
systems?  

Information—Social
How do people share individual perceptions (facts and opinions, aspirations and fears) with 
one another and how do they make collectively shared perceptions?

Information—Economic
How are opportunities for exchange revealed?

Information—Political
What counts (that is, matters) and how are counting (inventory) systems constructed and 
used?

Information—Military
How is situational awareness sensed and made sense of?

NOTE:  This question assumes that unlike the Political—Information relationship which depends on data that 
is constructed (specified and systematically collected) from its own population and territory to meet a policy 
goal, the Military—Information relationship depends on data that is, in some way, found or discovered from an 
enemy population and territory.  
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PMESII INTERACTIONS—TRIPLETS

The consideration of pairwise relationships between PMESII categories led to discussion of higher 
levels of interaction;  however, due to limits of time, these were not systematically investigated.  Three 
triplets, though, were identified as having broad importance for the ways they can be critical platforms for 
providing order.  Speculatively, each may contribute to a different paradigm of urban development.  

Political—Military—Infrastructure
How does a state/city structure or re-structure itself from the top down?  

NOTE:  To the degree that this triplet is effective, a state/city may have the capability to manage its resource 
use strictly (through regulation or by force) and, thereby, acquire characteristics of sustainability. 

Economic—Social—Information
How does a state/city structure or re-structure itself from the bottom up?  

NOTE:  To the degree that this triplet is effective, a state/city may have the capability to adapt to the 
consequences of disruptions relatively quickly and, therefore, acquire characteristics of resiliency.  

Political—Infrastructure—Information
How does a state/city structure or restructure itself through algorithmic governance?  

NOTE:  Algorithmic governance uses software to analyze observable data and change the way a system 
behaves.  To the degree that this triplet is effective, a state/city may have the capability to learn how to better 
regulate or enforce behaviors (in part, based on observations of errant behaviors) and, thereby, acquire the 
characteristics of anti-fragility.  
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PMESII APPLICATIONS TO ARCHARIA—GROUP ANALYSIS

As part of the preparations for the experiment, students completed two PMESII assessments of the 
Archaria Scenario and Model.  The first examination occurred in weeks 4 and 5 of the semester.  Teams 
of three or four people identified the most important features in each category (political, military, etc.) 
and the two most critical relationships across categories with respect to understanding how this city 
might be open to future change.  A point to be emphasized is that the students were not asked to specify 
ways to change the city for the good or change it for the bad, per se.  Instead, they were to specify the 
relationships where both good and bad were open to manipulation or negotiation.  These relationships 
might be the leverage points to improve resiliency and they might be or become the source of 
vulnerability.  Results are summarized in TABLES 2 and 3 and shown graphically in FIGURE 10.  FIGURES 
2–5 show examples of the analyses and maps.

TABLE 2:  Critical PMESII Interactions—Group-Based Assessment

Groups Identified Critical PMESII Interactions

Group A M—Infra  &  E—Infra
Group B M—E  &  Infra—Info
Group C P—M  &  S—Info
Group D M—Info  &  E—Infra

TABLE 3:  Summary of Critical PMESII Interactions—Group-Based Assessment

 Political Military Economic Social Infra. Info.
      
Political ----- 1 0 0 0 1
Military 1 ----- 1 0 1 0
Economic 0 1 ----- 0 2 0
Social 0 0 0 ----- 0 1
Infrastructure 0 1 2 0 ----- 1
Information 0 1 0 1 1 -----
      
Total Connections 1 4 3 1 4 3
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PMESII APPLICATIONS TO ARCHARIA—ROLE-BASED ANALYSIS

The second PMESII analysis occurred immediately prior to the experiment.  Students were assigned roles 
in week nine of the semester.  In week twelve, each student was asked to identify the most important 
features within the two most critical interactions.  In this second round, the analysis was done individually 
and the diagrams and maps were to illustrate the perspective of the assigned role.  Results are 
summarized in in TABLES 4 and 5 and shown graphically in FIGURE 11.  FIGURES 6–9 show examples of 
the analyses and maps.

TABLE 4:  Critical PMESII Interactions—Role-Based Assessment

Roles Identified Critical PMESII Interactions

President—Antonio Salandra P—E  &  M—S
Prime Minister—Said Pasha P—E  &  P—S
Internal Affairs Minister—Gabriele D’Annunzio P—M  &  P—S
Mayor—Gennara Severino P—E  &  E—Infra
City Manager—Gaspare Durand S—Infra  &  Infra—Info
Mayoral Challenger—Mararce Vibenna P—Infra  &  S—Infra
Armmaco Crime Family CFO—Niballo Gariffi M—E  &  E—Infra
Sunni Mufti—Nesser Fakroun P—S  &  S—Info
University Front P—S  &  E—S
Ethnic Yorbian Video Blogger—”Nel Vostro Servizio” P—Info  &  E—S
Simulacra Union (Coalition of Independent Hackers) M—Infra  &  M—Info
Cardinal of Archaria—Maximo d’Alcamo  S—Info  &  P—S
IRC Observer—Yuri  M—Info  &  S—Infra

TABLE 5:  TABLE 3:  Summary of Critical PMESII Interactions—Role-Based Assessment

 Political Military Economic Social Infra. Info.
      
Political ----- 1 3 5 0 2
Military 1 ----- 1 1 1 0
Economic 3 1 ----- 2 2 0
Social 5 1 2 ----- 2 3
Infrastructure 0 1 2 2 ----- 1
Information 2 1 0 3 1 -----
      
Total Connections 11 5 8 13 6 6
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FIGURE 2:  Group B PMESII Analysis
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The vast variety of abundant and advanced technologies empowers the people of Archaria to interact and influence 
the society at-large, for better or worse. How such ubiquitous technical knowledge and tools will be used will 
depend upon the dispositions of motivated civilians, particularly those who are most and least valued through the 
redistribution of wealth. The map shows the distribution of the three major ethnic groups, revealing a disparity in 
social equity: while the groups appear to locate with mutual exclusivity, only the Yorbian (immigrant) population is 
relegated almost entirely to two No-go-No-see zones within the Northern territory of one crime organization, at the 
ends of major floodplains. Because the concept of information (intangible, all-pervasive) is difficult to represent 
spatially in this case, areas of dense knowledge and tool interaction is inferred by areas highlighting where most 
knowledge spillover and productivity probably occurs (explanation below), revealing an intriguing relationship and 
strategic, geographic advantage to both the immigrant population and the wealthiest areas.

Archaria: Social-Information
The layering of the map occurs in the following manner, from bottom to top: geopolitical boundaries, rural landscape, urban 
environments (with and without micro-grid capabilities), concentrated knowledge spillover areas, and ethnic populations, with 
noted informational landmarks, floodplain, wealthy area, no-go areas, and the organized crime division line overlaid at the 
top. The knowledge spillover areas are created with 500m intersecting buffers where industry, office, retail, and education all 
overlap (becoming darker where more overlapping occurs). 
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FIGURE 3:  Group B Map of the Critical Social and Information Interactions
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FIGURE 4:  Group C PMESII Analysis
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Perspective of Positanian President 
Antonio Salandra:

FIGURE 6:  President Salandra PMESII Analysis
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Map Perspective: Positanian President Antonio Salandra Archaria 2035
This map is illustrated to represent the recent perspective and concerns of Positanian President Antonio Salandra. His political philosophy 
holds that economic progress and a robust, functional bureaucracy are key to the new nation’s success, and recent efforts toward 
furthering foreign economic relations and crafting diplomatic immigration policy have been daily foci; however, political and civil unrest 
within capital city, Archaria, have resulted in urgent concerns over violence and escalating tension with neighboring nation, Catan, causing 
him to refocus his attention. The map displays the distribution of two important populations, Yorbian immigrants inhabiting western slums 
and Catans, both of whom are the targets of increasing political hostility as stresses mount from a variety of complex factors. President 
Salandra is mindful of human rights concerns for them, calling for Red Cross Observation in areas rumored to be unjust. He also has 
promised to “clean up” areas of crime and unrest, which influential conservative supporters associate with the two populations; however 
recent terrorist attacks have caused him to deploy armed forces which has resulted, unintentionally, in state-backed violence against 
civilians, an in-turn inciting further suspicion and military posturing by Catan along the nation’s border.

This map has been arranged with simple symbolism and minimal layering and overlap throughout, and two sub-sections provide more 
detailed context for President Salandra’s international concerns and his local, daily environment. The “International Situation” section 
explains current relations abroad. The “Government Buildings” section offers a more detailed illustration of the proximity of various 
government buildings in relation to the presidential palace. Various actors are listed at the upper portion of the legend in relation to the
 single overlay, labeled, “Injustice Zone.” The lower portion of the legend lists relevant landmarks, geographic boundaries, and actions 
important to the President.
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Archaria

Arranged by: Nicholas Papa
                     MS Community & Regional Planning
                     University of Texas at Austin
                     April 2017

FIGURE 7:  President Salandra Map of Concerns
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FIGURE 9:  University Front Map of Concerns
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PMESII APPLICATIONS TO ARCHARIA—DISCUSSION

The results of both examinations show a variety of opinions.  Direct comparison of the two sets of results 
is challenging because although the products were the same (diagrams and maps), the exercises were 
approached differently—again, in the first, students worked as a group of policy, planning, and design 
graduate students.  In the second, students worked alone and imagined the priorities of a fictional char-
acter.  However, it may be notable that the in the first (group based) exercise, the two PMESII factors that 
were used most commonly were Military and Infrastructure;  the factors that were used least commonly 
were Political and Social.  In the second (role based) exercise, the results were reversed:  Political and 
Social factors were used in the most pairings, Military and Infrastructure were among the least.  

The initial identification of Military and Infrastructure factors might be considered ‘expected’ given that 
the scenario was developed by NATO, international newspaper headlines that highlight security concerns, 
and the emphasis on infrastructure in policy and planning programs to provide basic services.  

Three possible reasons for the flip on perceptions about the relative importance of factors can be offered.  
First, arranging permissions for the class to use the newest version of the Archaria Model took longer 
than anyone anticipated.  In order to move forward with the material, the initial (group based) PMESII 
analysis used the 2016 Scenario Book, but the 2015 Model.  With permissions in place, the second (role 
based) analysis used the 2016 Model.  An important difference between the 2015 and 2016 Models is the 
amount of social information available.  Arguably, it is one thing to read the numbers in the Scenario; it is 
another to see them displayed in space.  It is possible that expanded access to the data contributed to the 
perceived elevation of social and political factors.

Second, by week 12 of the semester, social issues had been included in more seminar conversations and 
the students had more time to reflect on the issues of urbanization.  In one session, each student used an 
Oculus Rift virtual reality headset to gain an experience in a refugee camp or political protest.  It is possi-
ble that these experiences prompted students to reconsider priorities.

Third, the requirement to undertake the analysis from the perspective of a character may have put politi-
cal and social factors in foreground.
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EXPERIMENT EXECUTION 

The experiment took place in the Texas Advanced Computing Center Visualization Laboratory on The 
University of Texas at Austin campus.  The facility allowed the use of a large, high definition screen to 
project diagrams and maps.  Three and one-half hours (slightly expanding the typical three-hour meeting 
of the seminar) were allotted. 

Students were given a summary of the crisis timeline (APPENDIX C) approximately thirty-six hours before 
the start of the exercise.  At the same time, they received updates on what their characters had been 
doing since the crisis started (given in Appendix A, italicized text).  

At the start of the session, students were asked to introduce themselves, state their character’s two 
critical PMESII relationships, and highlight key locations on their prepared map. 

The crisis was then introduced by NATO staff and students were asked for concerns and assessments 
of the situation along with their character’s perceptions of the NATO force in general and its proposed 
course of action.  The intent was to go through full cycles of actions and reactions and counter reactions;  
however, the introductions took longer than anticipated and, in general, the pace of the conversation was 
slowed by having many participants.  As such, it was not possible to go beyond the initial discussion.  (See 
LESSONS AND CONSIDERATIONS section below.) 

The conversation raised the following two general points …

It was evident that one challenge in making sense of the other characters was the relative importance 
of ethnicity and place in the construction of personal and collective identities  For example, the Mayoral 
Challenger asserted that he was best prepared to come to peaceful terms with Catan, since he was ‘of 
them,’ but also a seemingly proud Archarian—several times he noted his service as an elected official 
when others questioned his loyalty.  

Comprehending stress levels on the city’s population and how groups may act in response was difficult.  
Admittedly, such an evaluation is difficult in any situation.  The resiliency scores in the model were of help 
to some to understanding how one might think about dimensions issue;  however, since access to the 2016  
model came relatively late in the semester, not all students were as familiar with it as others.  
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ROLE-BASED QUESTIONS 

Asked at the class meeting following the experiment…

President Antonio Salandra

Does the country want to become a NATO member?  If so, how will this affect the country’s relationship 
with Catan?  

Yes, but membership will have negative consequences with Catan.  Catan thinks NATO and CNN 
relationships might impact its sovereignty.

What effect will the military presence have on the economy of the country?  

Lots of destruction.  But long term, tapping into immigrants for construction could be beneficial.  

You mentioned cleaning up crime/unrest in the city—does NATO have a role in that?  

I am not opposed to help with the crime problem, but that is not the highest priority.  

How does the president/city mayor use city data?  Could the military have access to this data?  

Nothing to hide, so OK. 

[NOTE:  On follow-up, it was discussed that he would not necessarily disclose all state secrets.  
The city data would probably not include any such secrets, but others in the class noted that given 
the importance of the city to the state, there might be enough data for an AI system like IBM’s 
Watson to find important or sensitive patterns in seemingly mundane data or metadata.  That is, 
not all AI’s are likely to be the same.  In this instance, the president might be giving away more 
than he knows.

City Mayor Gennara Severino

The Port is very important to the city; what would happen if there is a strong military presence at the port?  

The military could help clean it up—physically in term of engineering works and operationally in terms 
of illegal activities.  Presence alone might slow illegal activities.  It seems likely that any involvement 
will initially slow down operations and that might allow a temporary increase in illegal trade.  

How might the military hurt the infrastructure of the city?  

Damaging or destroying things will certainly create problems in the short term—maybe the mid- and 
long-terms, too.  Downtown infrastructure is quite good and may have limited resiliency or capacity 
for disruption.  Perhaps not obvious, we need routes to the industrial sections to remain intact for 
employment, trade, and taxes.  Given limited water supplies, I am most worried about water for 
manufacturing.  
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What exactly is the special economic zone?  

This would be a special administrative area that would be freed from some (perhaps all) import 
and export duties.  It could be advantageous to spur light manufacturing in a certain area of the 
city.  

Can the military access the city data centre?  

Access, yes, but not control of it.  Your operators would have to work through mine.  I do not know 
what that will mean in terms of maintaining some level of data services to the city (to people and to 
the various autonomous or semi-autonomous systems that have to be monitored and connected) and 
the pace of military operations.  In principal, I am OK with some pressuring the system for spike-and-
strike missions.  In practice though, I am not sure how much stress to the system I can support and 
still have the support of the citizens. 

Mayoral Challenger Mararce Vibenna

You talk about a consistent message; how does a single message work with different populations in the 
city?  

They came to Archaria to be part of the city.  The city needs a unifying message.  The message is about 
infrastructure—expanding options for movement.  The messages should be about things and allow 
people to project onto them.  The messages should not be about identities and probably not about 
interests.  

[NOTE:  This answer prompted an extended discussion about the political messages in general 
and the kind of message that can rally a population.  The Mayoral Challenger advocated a 
message about “a thing” because it would be more concrete than an interest or value (thereby 
having immediacy), but could allow people to project their own interests or values onto it.  Other 
members of the class were skeptical and no one could identify a “thing” that might work in 
Archaria.]  

City Manager Gaspare Durand

You talked about different systems in the city;  what are the key nodes/pressure points of those systems—
how do you find them?  

Not sure.  Every building is a potential node. 

[NOTE:  On follow-up, this answer was given with the recognition that the city’s systems had 
complexity that was probably beyond anyone’s full comprehension (like a wetland ecosystem) 
and that one would have to define the scale of the operation in order to think about the concept of 
pressure.  For example, if you have a situation in which individuals are relatively socially isolated, 
then acutely pressuring water and power supply at the scale of the building might work.  But, if 
people are socially connected and can rely on each other, then larger scale, longer term chronic 
stress might be needed.]
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Armmaco Crime Family CFO Niballo Gariffi

What is your main ambition – just to make as much money as possible, or something else?  

Money is a means to make new relationships or to improve existing relationships.  The goal to use 
these relationships to achieve more power.

Cardinal Mzximo d’Alcamo and Mufti Nesser Fakroun

What role does religion have in politics in the city?  

The Cardinal is careful to appear apolitical.  It would not be advantageous to connect to a temporary 
regime.  In chaos, the cardinal can be a service provider.  Mufti sees the role of religion as a catalyst for 
political change, not a means to conserve the status quo.   

Prime Minister Said Pasha

You talked about social inequality/unequal distribution of infrastructure in different social groups.  How 
could the military adversely affect different social groups?  Are some groups more affected than others?  

Military presence will exacerbate rich-poor divide because the military will very likely only operate in 
areas of the poor.  They may be seen as a colonizing force of the rich.

University Front

Do you object to all immigrants, or only those with low-income.  

During crisis, we are officially opposed to all immigrants.  In practice, Christians migrants can be 
accepted in small numbers.   

How would you change the president’s policy on immigration?  

Advocate for more controls against Catans—put them in concentration camps.  After war, we might be 
willing to compromise with the administration and maybe sell citizenships to very wealthy immigrants.  

Minister of Interior Affairs Gabriele D’Annunzio

Do you see a role in the military acting as police officers, in helping your local police force?  

Yes, definitely, NATO can help train police forces, perhaps share equipment to compensate for lack of 
police personnel on the ground.  Police officers on the street, having a presence, is always a preferred 
option, but it is not always possible—in some places it is not safe.  We need alternatives and best 
practices for those alternatives.
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IRC Observer Yuri Piccard

How can military help civilians gain access to basic needs?  

Be collaborators with IRC and be aware of hospitals and grocery stores.  

Simulacra Union Hacker

Do you have the ability to hack military systems?  What would you do if you could?  

Damn straight.  The Union is apolitical if politics is understood as supporting government regimes, so 
it might choose to do nothing.  That said, there has been an invasion and innocent people are being 
hurt, so the Union might consider sabotaging Catan communications in the area of operations.  The 
goal would be to disable, not just degrade.  

Yorbian V[h]logger ’Nel Vostro Servizio’

Does social media have more influence than presidential statements, in communicating a message?  

Yes.  Because of the inequality in this city, there is a sense that individuals and families have little 
connection to those in power.  But, through social media, people have voices and voices can combine to 
be a choir—a loud choir. 
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GROUP QUESTIONS 

Asked at the class meeting following the experiment…

What are your thoughts about the scenario?  Is it realistic, detailed enough?  

On the one hand, the amount of material in the scenario is overwhelming and it does not seem 
possible that any one person could grasp and maintain all the information.  The same can be said for 
the GIS model.  On the other hand, there is not enough information with regards to the specifics of 
Postanian or Archarian culture.  In particular, there was not enough information on the history of the 
nation state or the city.  This kind of information would have helped to craft messages or understand 
the social implications of certain kinds of activities that might be taken by government officials, city 
stakeholders, NATO, or enemy forces.  For example, is there a specific plaza or space that amplifies 
public action or reaction—be it awareness of an issue, solidarity, protest, etc. (e.g., Tiananmen Square, 
the Brandenburg Gate, the National Mall, etc.).  As a matter of representing a situation, this point is 
complicated and additional comment is provided in the Lessons and Considerations section below.

How did you prepare for this exercise?  If you only had a few hours to prepare, what would be the most 
important thing to do?  

For an overview of activities before the experiment, see section on Exercise Preparation.  There was 
general agreement that if pressed for time, the order of documents would be:  Person’s assigned role/
character profile, the profiles allied with his/her role, the crisis timeline/stress vignette, the one or two 
most important PMESII sections of the city book that seems most obvious for assigned character.  

What are your perceptions towards the military in the city?  Is NATO welcome in the city?  Would you work 
with them?

(1)  From the background material, some level of external military support is necessary to maintain 
the sovereignty of Positania.  But a question is why are the forces here under a NATO banner and not 
a UN banner?  In some respects, this distinction might not matter—troops are troops and any force in 
opposition to Catan is welcome.  In other respects, it might—for example, has NATO been involved with 
operations against Yorbia or a close Yorbia ally, and if so, could its presence exacerbate tensions with 
ethnic Yorbians?  

(2)  What do we think the people of Positania know about their nation’s membership or interaction 
with international or regional organizations?  If Positania works in or with other organizations and 
can maintain its sense of identity, then affiliation with a strongly perceived group such as NATO is 
probably fine.  That is, being affiliated with or acting with NATO is just one more club to join on the 
way to becoming a widely recognized member of global society.  If, though, Positania is not known for 
being able to join international organizations and remain itself, then linking-up with NATO—even if 
necessary from a military point of view—might be viewed with concern.  In this case, cooperation and 
collaboration might not be as strong as possible.
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What can the military do to protect the civilians of Archaria (minimize casualties and access to basic 
needs) whilst still achieving the goal of expelling enemy forces?

(1)  In 2035, could this operation be done entirely with non-lethal force?  That is, would there be a way 
to render the enemy unable to act without killing them and, therefore, without risking collateral loss of 
life?  

(2)  Can you build things (or provide short term fixes) as fast as you can break things?  Imagine 
requiring a new kind of decision metric that accounts for an acceptable ratio of destructive effect 
to constructive replacement constrained by a time factor.  So, a force could pursue a COA only to 
the degree that whatever damage caused could be quickly corrected with engineers, medical staff, 
civil affairs teams, etc.  This assessment and action plan would not prevent deaths due to combat 
operations, but it might save lives lost after fighting due to disruptions or destruction of water, food 
supplies, and power.  [NOTE:  From another class, some students in this seminar were aware of the US 
Army’s Maneuver Impact Mile (MIM) measure.  It is an estimate of damage to terrain surfaces caused 
by training.  Remediation can be accomplished by natural processes and time or by active management 
intervention.  The less time available until the next exercise, the more intensive management 
intervention is needed before the land can be used.] 

What are the consequences of overly-aggressive military action?  Or, less-aggressive action?

The people of Positania will want to see decisive victories, but because there are so many ethnic 
Catans in the country, the lethality of the force cannot look excessive.  That is, Positania/NATO are 
expected to win, but there might be unfortunate long term consequences if Positania/NATO appeared 
to ‘respond with prejudice’ in its engagement with Catan’s force.  (And a lot of the engagement will be 
shown on Facebook or the future equivalent.)

How should NATO partner with the host nation?

(1)  It would be best if the host nation can get the credit—or most of the credit—for good news/victories 
to help maintain government legitimacy among the local population.  Bad news might be shared 
between the host nation and NATO.  

(2)  As with bylaws for small organizations, it would be beneficial if there were explicit rules about when 
and how to terminate the partnership after the joint operation is accomplished.  This puts a burden on 
both sides to be clear about what a successful end state looks like.  It might change given the course of 
events, but an upfront agreement makes for good partners.

(3)  What if the people are different than the government?  Although perhaps operationally impossible, 
is there a way to focus less on making agreements with the nation state and more with the people who 
live there.  
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What are the consequences of the military partnering with just one or two actors (e.g. only talking to the 
president, but not the city mayor?)  Does NATO need to cooperate with everyone?  How does that work in 
practice, and what happens when there are very different goals / opinions?

(1)  It would depend on the ‘rules of the place.’  The more hierarchical and homogeneous the society, 
it would probably be possible to talk with fewer people and assume—at least in the beginning—that 
information was flowing up and down the hierarchy.  But in a place like Archaria where there are 
several social enclaves based on ethnicity and income, formal government and broadly spread illegal 
markets, you would probably have to talk to everyone possible.  

(2)  It might depend more on the number of people NATO can deploy to engage local populations 
and the amount of time NATO has to make sense of the various opinions.  It is easy to say that more 
communication (communication with more people) is better than less communication, so maybe the 
question is who talks with whom (and when and where do they talk)?  Coordinating or synthesizing the 
answers from different parties is the hard part.  How much time would it take just to map all the actors 
in the exercise if the profile book did not exist?  And, if there was one NATO/military point-of-contact 
for each actor, how difficult would it be for the POCs to get together?  

(3)  Why talk, can you just listen—by looking on social media, intercepting email, tapping phone calls, 
etc.?  Talking by NATO (as opposed to the host government) might be limited to moments when a 
message has to be delivered.

Who are the civilians in Archaria most likely to listen to, if there are contradictory messages being put 
out?  Who are they most likely to believe?

(1)  They will believe no one, because there will be so many conflicting narratives that no of them will 
be perceived to exist with any authoritative reference to ‘the truth.’  Instead, the individuals in the 
city will construct their own truths based on personal experience and empathy with some reporters/
storytellers. 

(2)  Empathy may be the decisive criteria, but it will not be empathy with the person who delivers the 
news per se, but with the situation that is shared through real time Virtual Reality transmissions.  The 
reporter is not the trusted TV anchor, the network is the trusted source for getting to the right place 
at the right time.  Along with the imagery, perhaps there will be reporting teams structured like sports 
announcers with one person describing play-by-play, another color commentary, and several ‘on the 
field’ interviewers.  News is replaced with experience.  No experience, no buy in. 

Should NATO focus on short-term action in the city (expel the bad guys, then get out of there) or long-
term stabilization – or are the long term actions best left to city officials?

In general, all actions should be taking by the city and state officials.  Short term, they need help.  It is 
hard to imagine long term needs because the level of current damage and level of future damage—to 
physical systems, to social relationships—caused by the fighting are not known.
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What is the most important end-state for the city – the best possible situation in 1 years time?  Who is 
best placed to achieve that end-state?

(1)  Enemy forces are expelled and there are normalized relations with the Catan government.  Calling 
Catan an ally or friend does not seem possible in such a short amount of time;  however, some level 
of standing diplomatic relationship seems necessary since Positania and Catan share a border.  
Turning that border into a Korea-styled demilitarized zone would not be beneficial given the need 
for continental trade, which is assumed to benefit all.  Achieving this end state requires the military 
support of NATO, but also requires a diplomatic effort that is (probably) done through the United 
Nations and might require a third party state (not within CNN, not within NATO) that could serve as a 
“referee” for the discussions.  

(2)  Migration from Yorbia and other nations into Positainia is stopped, or at least curtailed to a 
controllable level.  The scenario suggests conflicts related to immigrants as a cause of stress 
within the city.  Removing this problem would allow state and city government officials to focus on 
other domestic issues, such as housing and infrastructure.  Patrol of the seas could be done by an 
international coalition. 

How does NATO distinguish between ‘good guys’ and ‘bad guys’ if there is a continuing spectrum of 
‘goodness’?  

One approach would be to define/recognize good and bad by near- or mid-term interests.  So, ‘good 
guys’ are those whose interests align with your interests (in this case with NATO’s interests).  Less 
restrictive or more encompassing would be to say ‘good guys’ are people or groups whose interests 
are not in opposition to NATO’s interests.  Another approach would be to define/recognize good and bad 
by means of activity.  In this case, NATO is on site to respond to violence.  A ‘good guy’ is one who does 
not act with violence, a ‘bad guy’ is one who does.  In discussion, there was general agreement that 
this position avoided the need to interpret or assess long-range implications of a given group’s motives 
or interests.  However, there was also concern that this assessment might not be sufficient in all 
circumstances:  In a time of crisis, such as envisioned in the Archaria Experiment, a state may have to 
extend its monopoly on violence (vis-à-vis Hobbs’ social contract) to others outside the government in 
order to maintain sovereignty and/or social order.  NATO would be operating under such an agreement.  
But, what happens if a state also extends the ability to use violence to another group and that group 
acts in a way that is contrary to NATO’s efforts.
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POST-EXPERIMENT MEMOS ON IMPROVING RESILIENCY IN ARCHARIA

Resiliency was generally considered in the seminar as the ability to withstand or recover from external 
stress.  The Memos to the Mayor of Archaria (turned in on the same day as post-exercise discussion) 
offered differing opinions about how resiliency might be improved in the city over a five year span.  Each 
student was asked to prioritize two actions from his or her own perspective (not from their assigned 
character’s perspective).  

Although the PMESII framework was not mentioned in the assignment statement for this memo, the 
replies can be classified and summarized as contributing to the following relationships …

Political—Military  |  Military—Political  Actions
• Clarify government roles and responsibilities for times of crisis
• De-escalate tensions with Catan and other regional neighbors through increased diplomacy and 

transparency of ethnic issues

Political—Economic  |  Economic—Political Actions
• Create a special economic zone (SEZ) to increase international trade volume and number of 

trading partners

Political—Social  |  Social—Political Actions
• Create more pro-immigrant policies [2 mentions]

Military—Social  |  Social—Military Actions
• Improve/expand police forces particularly at the edges of the city [4 mentions]

Military—Infrastructure  |  Infrastructure—Military  Actions
• Improve/expand security of the underground utility tunnels

Economic—Social |  Social—Economic Actions  
• Create a secondary school (high school) job placement/internship program [2 mentions]
• Create jobs training program for youths and young adults [3 mentions]

Economy—Infrastructure  |  Infrastructure—Economy Actions
• Expand urban/vertical farming 
• Greater investment in alternative energy and distribution systems
• Improve information systems and system support for trade

Social—Infrastructure  |  Infrastructure—Social Actions
• Create neighborhoods of mixed ethnic groups
• Expand the (formal, served by infrastructure) housing stock [2 mentions]
• Improve/expand physical infrastructure (roads, waterlines, etc.) in underserved parts of the city 

(4 mentions)
• Protect remaining open spaces allowing areas for temporary shelter or staging 

The distribution of relationships is shown in Table 6 and graphically in Figure 12.  This result suggests the 
importance of relationships between social factors and systems and other aspects of the city. 
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TABLE 6:  Summary of PMESII Interactions to Improve Resiliency—Memos to the Mayor

 Political Military Economic Social Infra. Info.
      
Political ----- 2 1 2 0 0
Military 2 ----- 0 4 1 0
Economic 1 0 ----- 5 3 0
Social 2 4 5 ----- 8 0
Infrastructure 0 1 3 8 ----- 0
Information 0 0 0 0 0 -----
      
Total Connections 11 7 9 19 12 0

FIGURE 12:  PMESII Interactions to Improve Resiliency—Memos to the Mayor
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LESSONS AND CONSIDERATIONS

Archaria Model

An extension of the mapping exercise would be to have participants develop formal assessment criteria 
for PMESII relationship pairs and then show these assessments on a three or five point range (e.g., 
green=very good, yellow=neutral, red=bad).  The potential benefit is to advance considerations on 
qualifying and quantifying resiliency.  

PMESII Analyses

Toward advancing discussion on relationships across or among factors, participants could be asked to 
prioritize in different ways.  For example, rather than a pair of relationships they could be asked only for 
one.  More complexly, they might also be asked to identify the most significant triangle of relationships 
(that is, three interrelated pairs such as:  P—Info, Info—Infra, Infra—P).  The potential benefit is to 
advance systems thinking about cities.  

Experiment/Game Time

The three and one-half hours allotted for the experiment was not sufficient to play through the envisioned 
action–reaction–counter reaction.  The seminar’s instructor assumes responsibility for this fault.  It was 
planned that each student’s introduction of his/her character’s PMESII diagram and map would take 
two minutes, but much more time was used.  From one perspective, it was a good problem to have:  the 
students put considerable time into preparing for their roles and they wanted to talk about them.  Also, 
since each participant had to interpret and add to the role, there was the need to declare agreement or 
opposition with the others.  These needed to be teased out.  The post-experiment discussion provided 
some opportunity for the participants to share their perceptions of their roles and of the experiment itself.  

It is suggested that a pre-game take place to allow the participants to play out their roles and begin to 
establish interpersonal dynamics.  If the experiment phase concerns high intensity operations in Archaria, 
then a possible pre-game might examine an ethnic strife vignette.  The potential benefit is the ability to 
have more game steps and richer game interactions.

Role Playing 

The experiment required participants to play roles beyond their professional and sometimes educational 
experience.  Several of the students offered unsolicited comments that the experiment was unlike 
anything they had ever done in school or professional life.  While each person was able to provide some 
level of analytical thinking (through the PMESII diagram and map) that reflected the role he or she was 
asked to play, it can be said that there were differing levels of comfort in trying to play these the roles 
during the game.  

As above, it is suggested that a pre-game take place to allow the participants an opportunity to experience 
the dynamics of this kind of exercise.  The potential benefit is more/better involved participants who are 
able to think or work through more complex personal or institutional dynamics.
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General Understandings Stress and Specific Comprehension of Chaos

Building on knowledge gained from other classes and working with the PMESII analyses, the students 
demonstrated an understanding of the ways things ‘worked’ in Archaria.  However, in leaping to a crisis 
situation, some were not sure how to evaluate ‘how bad things really were’ in the lives of people in the 
city.  Several additional exercises might help better ground participants in (fictional) reality of the game.  
First, before and after images of key locations might be made (simulated).  These might include views of 
famous sites that are damaged or abandoned or something as day-to-day as price tags for milk (or price 
tags and empty shelves).  Second, additional television news stories that represent different moments as 
the crisis is unfolding could be created and played sequentially.  Having news announcers correct prior 
misunderstandings would give a sense of fluidity.  (This strategy would be opposed to a single story that 
summarizes what has happened with narrative omniscience.)  Third, participants could be asked to make 
a collage of what they think the city looks like during the crisis.  These may or may not be ‘correct’ relative 
to the vignette designers, but would allow perceptions to be adjusted before gameplay.  The potential 
benefit would be a more attuned attention to social aspects of resiliency.

Role of NATO

A notable point of discussion concerned the possibility that NATO could intervene in the Positania–Catan 
crisis without ‘taking sides.’  The argument for doing so was that as a neutral force, NATO could either 
be a barrier between the two combatants and, thereby, stop the fighting.  Or, it it did not take sides, it 
could serve as a referee that limits the kinds of fighting that occurs.  On the one hand, this question 
appeared off-topic given that the class had received the crisis timeline and briefing that Positania was 
a NATO ally (if not a full alliance member) and that Catan had crossed its border with a military force.  
On the other hand, this possibility might be considered as a civilian equivalent of a military position 
voiced by some in the 2015 Urbanisation Experiment in Rome with regards to not wanting to go into the 
crisis on the grounds that it is ‘not our fight.’  Both stances reflect a common desire for some kind of 
distance—one political, one physical.  A suggestion for repeating this experiment/exercise is to include 
additional documentation on the political relationship between Positania and NATO—perhaps a timeline of 
Positanian steps taken toward membership that would give a greater sense that the two are on the same 
side.  However, documentation of a high degree of cooperation—say, through joint participation on peace 
keeping missions—might over-correct the problem and lesson the game’s intended volatility of internal 
political dynamics.  The benefit of striking a better balance will be avoidance of what might be a common 
stumbling block for gameplay.  

Memos on Improving Resiliency

The memo writing exercise could explicitly refer back to either of the earlier PMESII analyses in several 
ways:  (a) to the original team-based analysis, (b) to the role-based analysis, (c) to the “how” questions 
about interactions between two categories, or (d) to the paradigms of development suggested by 
interactions among three categories.  Doing so would provide the opportunity for participants to reflect 
on their assessments, including what assumptions changed and what assumptions did not.  The potential 
benefit with regard to the experiment/game would be to provide a mechanism to track changes in 
perception.  
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Representation of the City as System vs. the City in History

It is assumed in the Archaria 2035 Scenario and in the seminar that a city is a system (or a system of 
systems).  Advantages of this kind of representation include a holistic understanding of how variables 
interact and the possibility of comparing similar systems (in this case, comparing different cities) with 
regard to composition and configuration of parts, characteristics of relationships among parts, and 
performance measures.  A disadvantage of systems-based representations, however, is that they can be 
too abstract to allow for an examination of a unique situation or event.  Also, expectations about system 
behavior can be wrong if system variables have crossed a critical threshold and created new equilibrium 
conditions.  By parallel, one can think of political science as offering a systems-based understanding 
of governments around the world, but a history of the United Kingdom as offering a grasp on a specific 
instance of parliamentary governance.  Also of importance with regard to social interactions, a systems-
based representation may not allow symbolic acts—acts which have cultural meaning as well as physical 
effect—to be adequately assessed.  

At the end of the experiment, the graduate student participants believed that they lacked sufficient 
knowledge about (1) the history of the place and (2) day-to-day life in order to act—or to act in ways they 
thought would be in line with the specific context of Archaria in 2035.  Admittedly, it is possible to say that 
people invariably want more information when asked to act in an uncertain situation—be it in life or in a 
game.  Notably, though, the students did not ask for more precise details of the system dynamics of the 
city.  Instead, they wanted to know how the events of the past had shaped thinking in Archaria with regard 
to collective identity and to relations with other states (Catan, Yorbia, CNN) and organizations.  The ‘fact’ 
(as played for the experiment) that Positainia is a relatively new nation was considered very significant.  

The students wondered about topics such as:  What is Positania’s story of origin or story of regeneration?  
Do they recognize a national birthday and, if so, how do they celebrate it?  Do governments change by 
revolution every generation (or more frequently)?  Does the state or the city have a motto grounded in 
history?  Are there phrases in its constitution that every school child commits to memory?  Are there 
collective tragedies or victories that provide a common bond?  Are there sites within the city that have 
served for longstanding public rituals?  With regard to (in anthropological terms) a ‘thick description’ of 
the present, what are the top ten tourist attractions?  Other than news programs, do they make their own 
television shows and movies (or do they watch Catanian or CNN shows)?  Is there a national dish?  

It cannot be determined if having this information would have changed students’ role-based assessments 
of the crisis.  It may, though, have made them better able to imagine their roles.  If so, there would be a 
benefit in expanding the scenario to include timeline of history and a page or two from an invented Fodor’s 
or Lonely Planet guide book.  

A potential problem of representing the history of the city instead of system of the city should be noted 
for consideration:  It is possible that too great an emphasis on the ‘character of a people’ could contribute 
to a socially scaled ‘fundamental attribution error.’  This concept from social psychology suggests that 
people incorrectly explain actions of others in terms of internal characteristics (honesty, corruptness, 
etc.), rather than external or situational factors.  

It is suggested that future experiments or war games involving significant civilian role playing, the balance 
between ‘abstract or generic urban environment’ and ‘specific city’ be given explicit consideration.  To 
the degree that the game is for a specific city (even if a fictional city like Archaria), an overview of history 
should be created (perhaps a timeline).  Doing so would allow issues of cultural identity, which may be a 
source of a problem and/or a source of a solution, to be included in the exercise.
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APPENDIX A:  ROLES

Roles Primary Interests

President—Antonio Salandra Positanian Sovereignty
Prime Minister—Said Pasha Rights of Citizens
Internal Affairs Minister—Gabriele D’Annunzio Government Legitimacy
Mayor—Gennara Severino Global Trade
City Manager—Gaspare Durand Health and Safety
Mayoral Challenger—Mararce Vibenna Closer Ties with Catan
Armmaco Crime Family CFO—Niballo Gariffi Financial Returns
Sunni Mufti—Nesser Fakroun Increased Political Agency
University Front Positanian Nationalism
Ethnic Yorbian Video Blogger—”Nel Vostro Servizio” Minority Inclusion in Society
Simulacra Union Own Sense of Justice
Cardinal of Archaria—Maximo d’Alcamo  Moral Society
IRC Observer—Yuri Piccard Human Rights
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President of Positania—Antonio Salandra
Primary Interest—Positanian Sovereignty 

The President Salandra’s father was an appeals court judge prior to independence and served as Special 
Counsel to the Parliament after.  His mother served as a member of the provincial parliament before 
independence and the national parliament after independence.  His maternal grandfather was an 
attorney in private practice and a public intellectual, often writing essays and editorials about the need 
for Positanian independence.  Salandra was educated abroad and received an undergraduate degree 
in history from Stanford University (USA) and a post-graduate/masters degree in political science and 
political economy from the London School of Economics (UK).  He traveled through Mandarinia for a year 
on a fellowship to study relationships among local, regional, and national government departments.  

After completing his education, he was employed by the World Bank and primarily worked on development 
projects for north and west Africa.  When Positanian independence was internationally recognized, he 
joined the newly established Ministry of Foreign Affairs and served in embassies in Lagos, Sao Paulo, 
and Miami, cities that had the potential to be major trading partners.  Following a brief assignment with 
the United Nations Development Program in New York, he returned to Archaria to work in the Ministry of 
Finance on tax code—a topic that he considers to be critical for establishing and maintaining a functional 
government.  He was elected to a seat in parliament as a member of the Social Democratic Party of 
Positania (SDPP) for a district that is better known for its corporate addresses than for the opinions of the 
people who live in it.  In parliament, he developed a reputation for understanding how bureaucracy can 
support the needs of a new nation state, particularly by steering though economic policy.

Salandra was elected President by a slim plurality by drawing from other parties who had concerns about 
an increasingly militant faction within the dominant nationalistic Positanian Democratic Union (PDU).  His 
political views are to the left of the Prime Minister, who is a member of the PDU.  

Salandra has been working to orchestrate policies and practices with the Yorbian government and 
international non-governmental organizations to stem the tide of refugees coming to Positania.  He has 
also approached Nesser Fakroun, the city’s leading Sunni mufti, to serve as a facilitator to discuss refugee 
repatriation.  Fakroun is not convinced repatriation to Yorbia is the preferred solution.

Since the Catan incursion, Salandra has made daily video and hologram statements.  He has, though, been 
seen in public only on rare occasions:  addressing the UN Security Council on D+3 and D+7, meeting with 
Confederation of Northlandia Nations Representatives on D+17, and meeting with the Minister of Internal 
Affairs on D+27—and not since then.  He is rumored to be shuffled among undisclosed locations in the 
southwest part of the city.  He has concerns that the Foreign Minister and, perhaps, his former close confidant 
Mayor Gennara Servino, favor an expedient resolution to the crisis by offering preferential treatment of Catan 
flagged ships at the port.  Also, while Salandra has a record of speaking out against leaders who exercise 
extraordinary powers, he has had discussions with other Positanian ministers about the immediate use of all 
emergency powers allowed by the constitution.  
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Prime Minister—Said Pasha
Primary Interest—Rights of Citizens

Said Pasha’s father’s family came to Archaria over sixty years ago from Istanbul.  The family business 
was and remains advising on Sharia banking practices—in part, they left on the thought that the family 
fortunes would improve by leaving a Sunni dominated country.  Most relatives have worked within 
international banks;  however, four of his five brothers and an uncle created a consulting firm that advises 
institutional investors.  All members of his father’s family consider themselves to be Positanian and 
have been strategic about establishing and strengthening professional and social relationships through 
involvement with Archarian cultural institutions.  His mother is a native Neapolitan.  The length of time his 
family has been in Positania and their high-profile involvement in metropolitan activities have resulted in 
the situation that many consider them to be among the first families of nation.  For others, though, such 
as members of the ultra-nationalistic Matres Omnes Filiis (All Our Mothers’ Children), they remain “gatti 
randagi” (stray cats).  He takes personal offense at these comments, but has chosen to be publically silent 
on the matter knowing that, as a matter of his office, he must do business with members of the powerful 
group.  

A member of the rightwing of the Positanian Democratic Union (PDU), he represents a district that 
includes the affluent “no-go” area in the northwest of area of the city.  His political career has been built 
on the platform advocating that those who want to come to Positania must have something “superiore” 
to offer Positania.  The test of significance remains undefined, but most have understood the rhetoric as 
rejecting immigrants who are poor and accepting immigrants who are wealthy.  While he had sufficient 
support within his party to become Prime Minister, his extreme position on immigration causes a split that 
denied him the presidency.  

Beyond policies associated with immigration, Pasha believes in small government and has been a staunch 
advocate for the individual rights of Positanian citizens.  Since taking office fourteen years ago, he has 
taken positions against what he considers to be intrusive, invasive, and ineffective invasions of privacy that 
have been advocated by the Defense and Internal Affairs Ministers.  

Since the Catan incursion, he has spoken against illegal immigrants and called for their internment and 
deportation.  However, he has expressed concern among the ministers that the use of emergency powers by 
the President may inadvertently harm the rights of Positanian citizens and, thereby, lead to greater instability 
within the nation.  
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Minister of Internal Affairs—Gabriele D’Annunzio
Primary Interest—Government Legitimacy 

Gabriele D’Annunzio represents a district in the eastern part of Positania, on the border of Catan.  His 
family claims lineage to the last King among other peninsular royals.  He speaks of the “Campangia,” 
which in local expression refers more to the land, rather than the state.  Nevertheless, none question his 
patriotism for Positania.  He is politically conservative, but (relatively) socially liberal and is a member of 
the left wing of the of the Positanian Democratic Union (PDU).  

On a topic that straddles ideology and pragmatics, D’Annunzio is at odds with the current Ministry of 
Defense.  D’Annuzio accepts that in times of crisis the police forces should be folded into the military 
chain of command, but he has voiced concerns that policemen are not, in fact, soldiers.  In D’Annunzio’s 
mind, not drawing distinctions will make the government look like a dictatorship and undermine its 
credibility.  Allowing the city—any large city—to open itself up to lesser crimes may bring about a death by 
1,000 cuts of disobedience.  He believes that if President must use the emergency powers at his disposal, 
he (or she) gives legal cover for more aggressive law enforcement, not full-blown martial law.  

D’Annunzio believes that neighboring Catan could militarily overrun Positania at a time of its choosing.  
It will not do so only because the eyes of the world are watching.  Instead, it will try to exert just enough 
force that Positania will not collapse in an instant, but, instead, give up by exhaustion after an extended—
but not needlessly protracted—campaign.  Given the situation of Positania’s armed forces (now including 
its police forces), proposed NATO membership would be advantageous, but D’Annunzio has stretched his 
credibility with President Salandra by arguing for a more expansive deliberation process with regard to 
NATO membership.  He believes the choice to join or not join is as much about internal politics as it is 
national defense.  D’Annunzio believes Positania must always be seen as in charge of its fights.  

D’Annunzio’s family estate was damage by errant bombs of the Catan Air Force at the start of the incursion.  
There were no personal injuries or deaths.  Since hostilities began, D’Annunzio has been unable to return to his 
home district.  He has made frequent media appearances, but has spent most of his attention managing flows 
of refugees and internally displaced persons.  He is increasingly conflicted about how much control can be 
ceded to NATO with regard to the immediate suffering he sees and efforts to provide long term stability.
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Mayor of Archaria—Gennara Severino
Primary Interest—The City as and Economic Engine Fueled by Global Trade

Born and raised in an Archarian upper-middle class family, she earned an MBA at INSEAD (Paris) 
and returned home to work for an online media conglomerate.  She displayed particular expertise 
producing political issue programming.  That is, she did not represent candidates or parties;  instead, she 
represented corporations and industries which needed a change in political contexts to expand business 
activities.  To those inside the world of issue advertising, she seemed more influential than those in the 
government to bring about change.  

Then ministry of Finance employee Salandra (now President Salandra) approached her to develop 
materials that would raise awareness of the need for tax policy reform.  It was not the easiest issue to 
present to the public and success was very limited.  Nevertheless, he was able to bring enough pressure 
on members of Parliament to bring about modest change.  When Salandra ran for Parliament, she 
managed his campaign and became his chief strategist after the election.  Whereas Salandra was seen 
as act in response to ideology about ideas of justice and good governance, Servino developed a reputation 
as the behind-the-scenes pragmatic dealmaker.  Building on her existing connections with the corporate 
world and Salandra’s political ties, she established her own powerbase among wealthy and influential 
Positanians.  Before Salandra put forth his name to be President, the two of them decided that she should 
run for Mayor of Archaria.  

Some view the Mayor of Archaria as the second most powerful elected official in Positania, after the 
President.  Others cite the role of the city within the nation and think the Mayor is more important to 
the political stability and economic wellbeing of the nation.  As Mayor, Severino came to see her role as 
sometimes in conflict with the President.  In particular, his approach to foreign relations was predicated 
on extensive process.  With a more narrow focus on pro-business relationships, Severino initiated several 
city-to-city trade deals with little consultation with the President or Minister of Economy and Privatization.  
She is working to turn the floating slum area on the western side of the Archaria into a Special Economic 
Zone.  (The idea is opposed by both the residents of the slum, who fear displacement, and the residents of 
the wealthy coastal “no go” area, who fear more noise and pollution.)

Determined to expand international trade, Severino has paid little attention to other aspects of the city 
during her time in office.  Lower class Neapolitans and ethnic groups have seen little of the economic 
gains made and minorities are being blamed for lower wages in the service sectors of the economy.  As a 
result, she now faces a run-off election for her second term against a populist candidate.  

Although Severino maintains the support among Archarian corporations, some elites have tentatively 
and quietly discussed the opinion that Serverino’s aggressive trade policy—which was arguably a foreign 
policy—have precipitated strained relationships with Catan.  In essence, Catan sees its opportunities to 
influence activities related to the port through routine nation-to-nation diplomacy dwindle as contracts 
and market mechanism came to dominate decisions. 

Since the Catan incursion, Mayor Severino has maintained a very visible public presence and has been seen in 
locations across the city—even sometimes close to the fighting.  She maintains that Archaria as a critical hub 
for regional and global trade—and one that benefits everyone—and remains in contact with the mayors and 
business leaders of trade partner cities. 
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City Manager—Gaspare Durand
Primary Interest—Health and Safety

Gaspare Durand’s father’s family came from a coastal city in Northlandia to Archaria about forty-five years 
ago to work as a chemist with a pharmaceutical company.  His mother’s family has been in the region 
as long as anyone can remember.  She works in the same company.  Her family believes they came from 
eastern Catan, but genetic tests done as part of Durand’s last employment physical indicates almost all 
his relatives came from northern Europe.  

Durand attended a mid-tier polytechnic university in Catan (about 50 kilometers from the border) and 
received a first class honors degree in systems engineering.  With that and internships in Archaria’s 
Department of Public Works, he gained admission to the city planning masters program at Catan’s top 
technical university (equivalent Imperial College in the UK).  In graduate school, he was inspired to pursue 
a career in housing;  however, personal ambition led him to a job in Catan’s “second city” in a new, high 
profile department that managed autonomous systems.  With little in terms of precedent or standing 
policy, his group learned much through trial and error.  He also gained experience working with (and 
working around) the city’s recently installed operating system—a platform that would later be adopted 
(with revisions and customizations) in most other cities across Catan and in Archaria.  After eleven years 
of various job assignments, he returned to Archaria to work with autonomous systems related to port 
operations.  The move was not a step up, but it allowed him to spend time with his aging parents and 
the Port Authority worked at the meeting point of the public and private sectors.  He made contacts not 
commonly made by mid-level city staffers—including with the person who would eventually become the 
Chief Financial Officer for the Armmaco crime family.  After four years, he returned to Catan to take a 
position as an Assistant City Manager for a city of 2 million people.  While still involved with matters of 
technology, this job required greater political skills—while he became capable, he was never comfortable 
doing it.  He then moved to take a similar position in a Catanian city of 7 million people before accepting 
the job of City Manager for Archaria.  He has been in this position for seven years and knows that the 
typical tenure of any city manager in a city so large and so complex is only five years.  

Durand met his Catanian wife while in graduate school.  She received a doctorate in computer science, 
specializing in using artificial intelligence to anticipate electric power grid spike through data feeds from 
the Internet of Things (IoT).  Since completing her degree, she has worked for the same multi-national 
engineering firm.  The work is done primarily through teleconferences, so she has been able to use a 
home office with occasional short trips.  Many trips are to Catan.  The couple have two children, one born 
in Catan, one born in Positania.

Given his profession, Durand has always avoided advocating for or against municipal elected officials 
and does not cast a vote in local elections.  He takes great pride in what he has accomplished with 
Mayor Severino, but privately, he wishes she would use some of her well-reputed skills of persuasion 
to get more resources from the federal government—even if that means reducing what little is given to 
the governors across the nation.  Mayor Challenger Vibenna has made an active effort to get to know 
all of the city’s senior staff, especially Durand.  Durand admires Vibenna’s commitment to the poor and 
underserved.  

Since the Catan incursion, Durand has spent little time away from the City’s Data Center.  His family are with his 
wife’s relatives in Catan.  His experience with an early version of the City’s operating system has allowed him to 
see things that others do not, but he also gives instructions that some do not understand—and this is a source 
of anxiety among city staff.  
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Mayoral Challenger—Mararce Vibenna
Primary Interest—Ties to Catan Culture 

Vibenna was born in Catan, but raised in Archaria.  He has a large extended family with relatives on both 
sides of the boarder—a common situation for many ethnic Catans in Positania.  He earned a two-year 
college degree in electro-mechanical systems from a trade school and went to work for a company that 
services marine engines.  He quickly moved from being a rank-and-file member of his union to a shop 
steward, a role that allowed him to learn how to rally others to a specific task and stay on point in tense, 
extended conversations about livelihoods.  

He translated his leadership to four consecutive terms on his municipal council.  While councils have 
limited power to undertake big initiatives without financial and regulatory assistance from Governors, 
Vibenna was able to negotiate slightly different terms for waste disposal and water supply.  The victory 
was more symbolic than substantive, but enabled both his community and the Arrmaco family company to 
claim victories.  Niballo Garuffi, the family’s Chief Financial Officer (officially President of Avanti Holdings, 
which handles the law abiding side of operations) took note of Vibenna’s “calculated arrogance” and has 
provided modest funding for his council races.

Vibenna recognizes that there are families who have lived in what is called Positania for centuries and that 
they should rightly take great pride in their legacy.  He also knows that for nearly the last century there 
was a blending of between Neapolitans and peninsular Catans.  Given the port and high-tech industrial 
base of Archaria, those like him have greater economic opportunities in Positania than Catanian relatives, 
but they also live with social barriers that separate the minority who have a lot, the majority who have 
some, and the growing number who have little or nothing.  He believes that not recognizing the current 
mix of people stifles what is espoused to be an open democratic meritocracy.  In brief, while he is sure 
the political boundary between Positania is a good thing, he thinks that if the actual line of demarcation 
could be softened, then there would be a more cosmopolitan society with increased chances for upward 
mobility.  

As a means to expand his political base, Vibenna has reached out to Nesser Fakroun, Archaria’s most 
prominent Sunni mufti, who has a large following among both devout Muslims and those who recognize 
the holidays, but otherwise lead secular lives.  As part of his campaign, he met all senior city staff to 
understand their concerns about providing basic health, safety, welfare for a city under stress.  He has 
also made a point of learning about their family and social ties. 

Vibenna has made ambiguous statements about if the changes he envisions would be more easily made 
from the inside or with a more active form of rebellion (or even external intervention).  While content to 
allow the ambiguity to stand, Vibenna has denied his rumored relationship with La Brigita Alba (LBA), a 
terrorist group that is based in eastern Positania.  Catan and other minority groups across the city are not 
sure how to interpret his political posture, but are attracted to the strength he conveys and convinced he 
could shake-up the status quo.  

The Catan incursion has complicated Vibenna’s candidacy.  He is on-record as (1) condemning the treatment 
of ethnic Catans and other minorities, (2) advocating for stronger relationships with Catan, and (3) being open 
to radical means to bring about desired ends.  He also knows that some ethnic Catans would be very happy 
to have Positania folded back into Catan, but that most prefer the basic liberties they have in Positania.  Few 
Yorbians want to live under the Catan regime.  As with the negotiations about solid waste disposal with the 
Armmaco family, he aims to become the broker of a deal that allows all sides to claim victory (and put himself 
in office). 
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Arrmaco Family Chief Financial Officer—Niballo Gariffi
Primary Interest—Financial Returns on the Family’s Businesses

Niballo Gariffi has spent his entire life in Archaria.  After receiving a bachelors degree in finance, he was 
employed for four years in a regional retail bank.  He then earned graduate degrees in forensic accounting 
and financial engineering before spending several years in the commercial banking sector, rising to the 
level of a senior vice-president.  During this time, a key aspect of his job was assessing supply chain 
vulnerabilities for different companies.  In the course of this business, he met a significant number of 
mid-level managers in industry and government who were responsible for logistical activities and he 
developed what became an extensive contact list of people whose careers rose alongside his.  While he 
rarely sees most of these people, he still sends each a personally signed New Year’s card.  One of the 
contacts he made at this time was Gaspare Durand, who then worked in the Port of Archaria with its 
automated systems for customs operations.  Durand is now City Manager.  

Gariffi left commercial banking to join Avanti Holdings, which, as is commonly known, has ties to the 
Armmaco crime family.  While Avanti is physically located in south-central Archaria, it is legally based in 
the Caribbean for tax and other legal purposes.  

Currently, Gariffi is Avanti’s Chief Executive Officer.  In this position, he serves as the de facto Chief 
Financial Officer for the Armmaco family’s legal assets, which include real estate holdings and 
investments.  He also facilitates the laundering of money for a variety of activities that would otherwise be 
kept off the books.  As a matter of business operations, he has no direct contact with prominent members 
of the Armmaco family.  In the past, though criminal actions have been taken based on his public remarks 
about the need to “change market conditions.”

While Gariffi no longer meets people in the middle of logistical operations like he did at the bank, he seeks 
out what he considers to be “self-made men and women” who might become influential within their own 
social spheres.  One of these is Mararce Vibenna, who is in the run-off election with the incumbent mayor.  
Vibenna seemed to pick a fight with the Armmaco family over solid waste hauling, but ultimately struck a 
deal that improved everyone’s position.  Gariffi supported Vibenna in past municipal council races, but—as 
he believes is best for business in the long term—has stayed out of the current mayoral contest.  

Gariffi attends mass every Sunday (the early service) and personally supports a program that annually 
sends secondary school students to the Holy Land.  He gives his confessions directly to the Cardinal.  

Since the Catan incursion, the number of transactions through Avanti has decreased in response to a slowdown 
in smuggling operations.  Gariffi has worked to keep the family’s assets as liquid as possible—in part to be 
prudent and avoid capital investment losses, in part to be able to act quickly on any opportunities that arise 
in the chaos.  He has concerns that the Additi family is helping the Catan forces, but cannot prove it.  He is 
also unsure if Mayoral Challenger Vibenna simply supports Catanian culture as a matter of personal identity 
or is helping the Catan forces directly or indirectly through La Brigita Alba (LBA).  Gariffi has been staying in 
(relatively) close contact to avoid surprises.  
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Sunni Mufti—Nesser Fakroun
Primary Interest—Increased Political Agency

Nesser Fakroun came to Positania from the Middle East as a young child.  His father was a cleric and 
his education at the primary and secondary level was in a local school adjacent to and administered by 
his family’s mosque.  He went to study mathematics at a university in Turkey, but left after one year for 
seminary in Egypt.  After receiving his basic degree, he stayed in Egypt to continue his studies in religious 
law.  He then returned to Positania and, over time, became a leading figure in Sunni affairs within 
Positania.  As the Muslim population has increased, so has his prominence.  A person of his time, he has 
embraced social media as a way to engage and inform the Sunni community in Archaria and beyond.  

Fakroun was honored when President’s Salandra’s Chief of Staff contacted him to discuss the refugee 
crisis.  Fokroun saw it as a sign that the ordinarily secular executive had come to see the benefits of 
religions to improve lives—spiritually and materially.  He also saw it as a recognition of the importance of 
the Muslim community in the country.  He was disappointed when he learned the central topic was to be 
the repatriation of Yorbian refugees.  While Fokroun sees little merit in the proposal—the refugees would 
return to dire conditions—he has continued the dialogue.  

Fakroun has met several times with Mararce Vibenna, the mayoral challenger.  Like President Salandra, 
Vibenna seems to be a person of little or no faith.  Vibenna has also said, or been alleged to have said, 
disparaging comments about Muslims.  Vibenna did, though, ask Fakroun for his understanding of the 
refugee crisis, rather than for an agreement on a pre-established opinion.  

Fakroun regularly attends Archaria’s quarterly Interfaith Council meetings, but has become resigned to 
the fact that they have become opportunities to give speeches rather than to discuss ideas.  He believes 
he is as socially conservative as Cardinal d’Alcamo, but is becoming increasingly concerned that the 
Cardinal is a political reactionary and unwilling (or maybe just unable) to adjust to a declining number of 
Christian faithful.

Since the Catan incursion, Fakroun has been concerned with the vulnerability of Muslims, in general, and 
Yorbians, in particular, due to the hostilities.  The incursion has displaced tens of thousands—and by this point 
probably several hundreds of thousands—many of which have few resources.  Hate crimes have also increased, 
but it is impossible to know for certain who are the victims and who are the perpetrators.  Confirming claims 
that ethnic Catans have been attacked is difficult.  Fakroun has also heard rumors that Yorbians are on both 
sides of hate crimes.  He is trying to convince musilm groups to come together for mutual support and defense 
and to speak as a unified voice.  At the same time, he is adamantly trying to discourage groups of young males 
from forming militias capable of offensive strikes against groups who have only allegedly attacked anyone.  
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The University Front
Primary Interest—Positanian Nationalism

A politically conservative group of approximately 22,000 college students (with nearly 100,000 alumni 
affiliates).  It has representation in every trade school, college, and university in the nation.  Its members 
believe immigration is compromising Neopolitan/Positanian culture and is the root cause of lowered 
standards of living.  They support the Prime Minister’s general stance on restricting immigration, but 
want even tighter quotas and no allowances for economic refugees.  They also advocate for the immediate 
deportation of all undocumented migrants, including so-called “anchor babies,” who were born in 
Positania to illegal aliens.  Most of the groups messages over the last several years have voiced concerns 
about free trade with either the Confederation of Northlandia Nations or Catan.   It is feared that the 
greater industrial and financial capabilities of these economies will further marginalize economic growth 
in Positania.  

Student political clubs and groups in Positania are recognized by universities, but on-campus events 
are limited to small gatherings—whatever is allowed by fire code in a given meeting room and no 
outdoor meetings;  however, internet enabled video and hologram communication technologies allow 
mediated experience of larger gatherings.  Additionally, political clubs do receive university funds.  The 
University Front, though, receives backing from Matres Omnes Filiis (All Our Mothers’ Children), a small 
but politically influential ultranationalist group.  Its members can document lineages of at least seven 
generations of ancestors from the Positanian region.  With assistance, the University Front has staged 
rallies in the city with over 50,000 attendees.  

The Front also receives political support from the Cardinal of Archaria.  While the Cardinal disavows the 
nationalistic rhetoric of the Front, he admires the group’s dedication to traditional family values.  He has 
met with the Front’s leaders in every school and holds private prayer services with the Front’s leaders.  

Immediately following the Catan incursion, the University Front organized an anti-immigrant rally in which 
they burned effigies of Catan’s government.  Anti-Yorbian statements were also made.  A march through the 
embassy and cultural district of Archaria is planned.  Members at some schools have protested outside classes 
taught by Catan-ethnic faculty members and harassed their families.  
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“Nel Vostro Servizio”—Ethnic Yorbian Video (Holograph) Blogger
Primary Interest—Greater Minority Inclusion in Society

Known as “Nel Volstro Servizio,” the vaguely anonymous (but identifiable with modest effort) twenty-three 
year old V(H)logger was born in Archaria to unwed teenage parents who arrived just days before her birth.  
She, two younger brothers, and her eventually married parents all live in the household of her paternal 
grandparents.  Because the family arrived before the period of rapid migration, her parents were able 
to become naturalized citizens of Positania.  Her grandparents, though, chose not to become citizens, 
citing their age and difficulty with the local language.  Each of the children received secondary school 
diploma equivalents—earned by tests after a combination of formal schooling, home schooling, and free 
internet classes.  Nel Vostro Servizio has also completed two on-line business administration classes 
and is currently taking “Introduction to Labor Law.”  Her on-line moniker reflects the fact that, like other 
Yorbians who can find formal employment, she started working in restaurants and hotels as a young 
teenager.  Her current employer knows of her on-line persona, but benignly ignores what she does away 
from work.  Most do not know her by name or where she works.  

She is grateful for the opportunities that her family has had in Archaria, however modest they might 
seem.  In order to raise awareness about the ways immigrants contribute to Positania and to help others 
build better lives, she started a video and hologram blog to tell stories about new arrivals who have 
succeeded.  She also provides information about how the city works.  For a time, she translated major 
media news reports into the Yorbian dialect of Arabic, but stopped when she realized that what was 
repeated about immigrants was often contradicted by other reports or her own eyes.  She typically posts 
every three or four days, but makes hourly updates if attending a major cultural event.  It is rumored that 
at least one person in every Yorbian household watches at least once a month and word spreads quickly 
about the subject matter of each new post.  The v(h)log is largely ignored by those outside the Yorbian 
community, but does have a few influential watchers including the Cardinal of Archaria.  

Posts are generally supportive of the positions of the President, who has mentioned the beneficial roles 
of all people in creating a strong nation.  The only controversial string of reports (to date) documented 
the treatment of two Yorbian teens accused of killing a police officer three years ago.  The pair were 
arrested on questionable evidence and held without due process for four months.  Testing her voice and 
her reach, she advocated for a slow-down of work and incidents of “blue flu” (an American expression 
for public employees—originally police—calling in sick) by all Yorbians in the hospitality sector of the 
economy until the teens were treated according to the law.  She made no statement about their presumed 
guilt or innocence.  The Simulacra Union became aware of the b(h)long and pushed it to a higher profile 
by overriding people’s social media preferences and placing it on personal portals.  Given the usual low 
profile of the V(H)log among non-Yorbians, it was not at first obvious that the migrants and immigrants 
were acting in coordination with the slowdown.  There were significant economic impacts as customers 
posted service complaints and cancelled reservations.  Not expecting such success and knowing that the 
economic situation of Yorbians is precarious, she called an end to the action after two weeks.  Subsequent 
posts about the government were positive, but gently advanced awareness of social inequities.  

Since the Catan incursion, she has carefully balanced support for the President and concern over anti-
immigrant remarks made by other elected officials.  She has made two positive posts about the Mararce 
Vibenna, the mayoral challenger, but worries about his ambiguous remarks on openly rebelling against the 
government to bring about change. 
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The Simulacra Union
Primary Interest—(Its Own) Sense of Justice 

An organization of anonymous hackers who are committed to the idea that justice for all is predicated 
on equal responsibilities and equal opportunities for all as established by just law.  Members of the 
group, however, consider the appropriate level of governance through government (agencies, bureaus, 
departments, courts, regulation etc.) over private activities to be an open philosophical question—and one 
to be answered through observation of practices and empirical tests.  While membership is global, most 
activity is concentrated in two dozen large cities (populations of at least four million) that have fragile 
governments and serve as key references for their debates.  The group makes use of freely available (or 
steal-able) data to parameterize digital simulations of these cities, which are used to play-out possible 
futures.  Actions taken in the (real) cities that are perceived to significantly advantage or disadvantage a 
small group are modeled.  The policies and results are made public and, sometimes, the Union takes an 
active approach to address its concerns over unfair practices through manipulation of digital systems and 
networks.  

The Union’s initial assessment of a situation asks simply if the stated rules of a place are being 
administered equally.  They have aided democratic and authoritarian regimes, as well as socialist and 
libertarian initiatives.  It acts of its own volition and appears to ignore requests for assistance.  

In Positania, it publicized a change in the tax code that would have benefited two banks with ties to a 
former Finance Minister.  It also took over the web portals of the banks for two days—the home pages 
showed cartoons of bank executives robbing grandparents for one million lira per week.  Controversially, 
the Union recently helped the Prime Minister’s efforts to purge some social support registries of non-
citizens, who by current law are not eligible for certain benefits.  

The Union also directed internet traffic to the V(H)logger, “Nel Vostro Servizio” (In Your Service) when she 
was publicizing the treatment of three Yorbian teens who were erroneously accused of murdering a police 
officer and held illegally.  The teens were held without access to counsel for three weeks, but were later 
exonerated.  There was no formal public apology.  Coverage of the story led to a city-wide slowdown of 
trades associated with the hospitality industry and an estimated fifteen million lira loss of revenue.  Some 
hotels still suffer from a loss of reputation with regard to their service.  

Since the Catan incursion, the Union has not made a public statement.  It is believed its members thwarted 
an effort by the Positanian government to limit internet functionality in the eastern part of the city, which is 
controlled by Catan forces.  The press in Catan cite ‘unknown hackers’ showing support their territorial claims.  
Reports from global news sources, though, say that if the Union was involved, its motive was likely the right of 
individuals (not of nations) to have internet connectivity.  
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Cardinal of Archaria—Maximo d’Alcamo
Primary Interest—Moral Society

Cardinal d’Alcamo is of Neapolitan descent, but was born in North Africa where his parents worked in the 
phosphate industry.  He attended Catholic schools throughout his life, including a Jesuit college where 
he earned degrees in philosophy (ethics) and law.  After graduating, he moved to Positania and began the 
process of becoming Jesuit priest.  His early ministerial assignments were in jails and prisons.

The Cardinal has seen the population of Archaria grow, but attendance at services shrink.  In part, this 
situation results in decreasing resources to provide charity and maintain facilities.  Of personal concern 
to the Cardinal is what he sees as a correlational relationship between a lack of religious practice and the 
weakening of the values that once supported Neapolitan life.  In response, he has become increasingly 
evangelical over the previous five years and has taken steps to raise the profile of the church across city 
activities.  His support of traditional family values is widely recognized across Positania.  He has never 
openly condemned those whose lifestyles are not in accordance with Church doctrine and has an open 
appreciation for all who are committed to improving themselves and their families.  Among those he 
intermittently follows on social media is the Yorbian V(H)logger.  Having grown up in North Africa, he 
speaks, reads, and writes Arabic and can follow Yorbian dialect.  That said, he is not viewed as “open 
minded” by secularists and it is generally believed that he puts church and family ahead of nation and city.  

The Cardinal’s Neapolitan social conservatism is appealing to groups advocating Positanian political 
conservatism, some of which go beyond nationalism to fascism.  One such group that is gaining members 
is the University Front.  Comprised of college and college-age young adults, its members believe 
immigration is compromising Neopolitan/Positanian culture and is the root cause of lowered standards of 
living.  The Cardinal holds regular prayer meetings with the Front’s leaders and has spoken at some of its 
events.  

The Cardinal has close contacts with religious leaders of other faiths, but often acts without coordination 
with them.  He has had a longstanding and cordial relationship with Sunni Mufti Nesser Fakroun, but 
he has concerns that Fakroun is advancing an agenda that will further weaken the role of the Catholic 
church.

The Cardinal hears the confessions of several high ranking people in the Arrmaco crime family, including 
its Chief Financial Officer, who supports an annual youth trip to the Holy Land.

Since the Catan Incursion, Cardinal d’Alcamo has continued to hold private prayer meetings with leaders of 
the University Front, but has successfully discouraged them from gathering supporters near parish churches 
that are now being used as refugee centers for internally displaced persons of many faiths.  While the prayer 
meetings are not advertised, they are known by others who sit on the Interfaith Council.  While all recognize the 
Cardinal’s commitment to his church members, not everyone believes he is doing all he could for the greater 
good of Archaria and Positania.  
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International Federation of the Red Cross Observer—Yuri Piccard
Primary Interest—Human Rights

A decade of widespread humanitarian crises related to natural disasters, anthropogenic disasters, and 
armed conflicts has left the International Federation of the Red Cross and Red Crescent financially 
overextended and operationally strained.  Other non-governmental organizations face a similar situation.  
Further contributing to this situation is the fact that international governmental organizations, such as 
those of the United Nations, have seen their budgets decrease.  Activity by private philanthropic groups 
has increased, but their foci are often very narrow and coordination can be difficult.  

The Red Cross started closely following news reports about allegations of ethic-based persecutions in 
Archaria six months ago, when news reports out of Catan started to appear.  Oversight of the Archarian 
situation was given to Yuri Piccard, who was born and raised in the Pacific Islands and is now based in 
East Africa.  While Positania is not ordinarily within her geographic area of operation, the Positanian 
President requested an observer from outside the region—more specifically, someone who would not 
be perceived as a priori sympathetic to Catan.  Low-level, informal site visits made by her staff did not 
corroborate widespread abuse, but did reveal increasing tensions among ethnic groups in the city.  High-
profile site visits made by the President of Positania and Piccard made some citizens more confident of 
the administration’s stand on human rights.  Others, though, asserted that these visits were staged and 
that the IRC had been co-opted to cover-up systematic discrimination and oppression.  

The perception of the IRC is helped and hurt by the ways its presence has been embraced by the 
Cardinal of Archaria, who—even in an increasingly secular society—is recognized as a leading and 
socially conservative voice in Positania.  Expectedly, the Cardinal has shown support for many socially 
conservative organizations and institutions in the city and across the nation;  problematically, some of 
these groups are also nationalistic and some are openly fascist.  The President’s intention to request an 
IRC visit to assess and dispel the assertions about ethnic abuse was leaked to the Cardinal.  Also wanting 
to establish (or help to re-establish) Archaria as a place of moral behavior, he made use of this advanced 
notice to plan photo/video ops with Piccard and other IRC personnel.  While the IRC maintains neutrality 
and impartiality, its association with the Cardinal and his association with nationalistic groups is a 
persistent issue in media editorials.  

Since the Catan incursion, Piccard has asked for increased access to the President in the hope of getting 
permission to bring in more aid workers and supplies in order to manage the flows of internally displaced 
persons, food shortages, and concerns about infectious disease.  Contact with the President’s office has been 
intermittent.  While the Prime Minister will not speak against “human rights,” his pragmatic interests are in the 
rights of Positanian citizens.
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APPENDIX B:  ROLE RELATIONSHIP DIAGRAM
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APPENDIX C:  CRISIS TIMELINE

The region spanning Yorbia to Central Landia is characterized by ongoing political upheaval and economic 
disruptions related to globalization, migration, climate change, cyber-attacks, and transnational crime.  
Centrium and North Yorbia pose global problems due to the rise of extremist groups that strike around 
the world.  In the center of the region, relationships between Positania and Catan have significantly 
deteriorated over the last year due to:  (1) Positania’s strengthening political ties with the Confederation 
of Northlandia Nations (CNN) and its efforts to join NATO, and (2) The increasing economic importance 
of the Port of Archaria, which is critical not only for Positania, but for global trade.  These two issues are 
combined in escalating tensions over the control of the primary routes across the Sidonian Sea.  Within 
Positania, people are divided over the short- and long-term benefits of better relationships with CNN or 
Catan.  The majority of middle- and upper-class Neapolitans see a more prosperous and independent 
future through partnerships with the North.  Those living in crowded slums are distrustful of Catan 
and opposed to its aggressive posturing, but they also believe policies of the Northlandia Nations have 
worsened their standard of living.  Ethnic Catans living in Archaria—some families for generations—
feel they are not fully enfranchised citizens in Positania.  Alongside state-level geopolitical maneuvers, 
factions and stakeholders operate at Archaria to influence the way the city functions and shape its 
relationships with other municipalities.

February 3, 2035:  Catan media reports Catan citizens and ethnic members living in Archaria are being 
abused by Archarian xenophobic militant groups and Positanian security forces.  These claims are 
disputed by the Positanian government and were not/have not been verified by the international press or 
humanitarian assistance organizations.

March 22, 2035:  Catan President Iliad Loubaski convenes an all-night meeting with security services’ 
chiefs to discuss “protection of Catan citizens who have been tortured in Archaria for their Catan-based 
cultural beliefs .”  

March 23, 2035:  Pro-Catan demonstrations are held in Archaria.  

March 27, 2035:  Masked Catan troops (including Special Operations Forces), without insignia, cross the 
border invading Positania and racing towards Archaria.  Hours later, with troops fortified in place, Catan 
claims Archaria and southern Positania as its 12th province.

April 1, 2035:  The Positanian capital of Archaria is attacked by Catan Air Forces.  Invasion by Catan 
Army ground forces follows twelve hours later.  It is assumed by security analysts and international 
media pundits that Catan will attempt to replace the Positanian government with one that is more in line 
with Catan’s interests.  Most significantly, Catan may attempt to close the Sea Lines of Communication 
(SLOC) with mines, and protect the mines with missile patrol boats, fixed and mobile anti-ship cruise 
missiles, and conduct asymmetric attacks using small craft to interdict coalition resources.  The invasion 
force quickly establishes de facto administration of the eastern portion of the city.  The invasion was 
subsequently followed by a local referendum by residents of Catan-occupied territory.  Catan claims 
the referendum is a legal and binding vote that validates their historical claim to Archaria and southern 
Positania.  
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May 1, 2035:  United Nations’ Security Resolution 12991 condemns the Government of Catan for its 
failure to abide by international law and authorizes the North Atlantic Treaty Organization to deploy a 
response force (known as the NATO Positania Force or NPF) for an initial period of twelve months.  NPF 
is to support the efforts of the government of Positania to ensure sovereignty and integrity of its national 
borders and to safeguard the freedom of navigation in the Sidonian Sea.  Further, NATO is to support the 
creation of a safe and secure environment for the civilian led delivery of humanitarian assistance and the 
voluntary return of internally displaced persons and refugees.  The President of Positania has offered host 
nation facilities to a multinational NATO force that would deploy in support of peace and stability.  

The NATO military instrument of power will be complemented by the political and economic instruments 
of power of the International Community and the significant role played by the Positania’s armed forces  

The response involves achieving three objectives:  (1)  Military threat to Positania posed by Catan is 
degraded and the territorial integrity of Positania is restored.  (2)  Freedom of movement in South 
Landia, and, in particular, the Sidonian Sea is maintained.  (3)  Safe and Secure Environment (SASE) for 
humanitarian assistance is supported.  

Short Term Effects:  Catan expeditionary forces are removed from Positania.  Positania territorial 
integrity in the South of the country is preserved (or if necessary).  Catan’s threat against Sea Lanes 
of Communication in the Sidonian Sea is minimized.  Humanitarian Assistance delivery environment 
is improved.  Crisis related violence in Archaria, including ethnic, sexual, and gender-based violence, 
against civilians is reduced.  

Mid-Term Efects:  Catan is deterred from any aggressive action against Positania.  Positania sovereignty 
is restored.  Positania security forces capacity is increased.  Merchant vessel traffic in Sidonian Sea is 
maintained.  Human rights violations are minimized.  

TODAY—June 20, 2035:  Catan forces are arrayed in defensive positions in a band along the north-
south autostrada A1 from autostrada A3 in the south to highway 57 in the north.  Catan forces have been 
unable to secure either the port or airport of Archaria;  however, both are within indirect fire range of 
Catan forces’ artillery, mortars, and air defense weapons.  Catan forces have been actively patrolling and 
probing along their frontage and are in position to launch local attacks against lightly defended targets.  
Additionally, Catan is focusing its psychological warfare campaign and perception-shaping efforts against 
the citizens of Positania.  It is maintaining that conflict in the region would not exist if it were not for the 
bullying and intimidation of the Confederation of Northlandia Nations and NATO allies.  The message 
has been generally well received by governments across the region and it has inflamed the emotions of 
Archarian citizens of Catan descent.  


